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BUBBLES CHARACTERISTICS AND
CONVECTIVE EFFECTS IN THE BINARY

MIXTURES

Abstract

The anomaly effect in the boiling binary mixtures has been revealed. The pa-
rameters characterizing dynamics of bubbles in water mixture of ethyl spirit in
the field of variable pressure lie between limiting values corresponding parame-
ters for pure a component when pressure differences and accordingly a diffusion
role are insignificant. At pressure difference increase along with thermal dissi-
pation joins and diffusion dissipation. Thus speed collapse and bubble growth
considerably above, than in corresponding pure components of a mixture un-
der the same conditions. Absolutely other situation is observed at growth and
collapse a steam bubble in water mixture ethylene glycol. In this case the ef-
fect diffusion the resistance leading to braking of speed of phase transformations
is observed. Growth rate and collapse a bubble much less than corresponding
values, but for pure components of a mixture.

1. Column separation — Water columns typically separate at abrupt changes
in profile or local high points due to sub atmospheric pressure. The space between
the water columns is filled either by the formation of vapor (e.g., steam at ambient
temperature) or air, if it is admitted to the pipeline through a valve. With vaporous
forces at pipe bends Transient forces—cavitations, a steam bubbles or vapor pocket
forms and then collapses when the pipeline pressure increases as more flow enters
the region than leaves it. Collapse of the vapor pocket can cause a dramatic high-
pressure transient if the water column rejoins very rapidly, which can, in turn, cause
the pipeline to rupture. Vaporous cavitations can also result in pipe flexure that
damages pipe linings. High pressures can also result when air is expelled rapidly from
a pipeline, which tends to repeat more times than when a vapor pocket collapses.

Water Column Separation and steam bubbles or Vapor Pockets - During a hy-
draulic transient event, the hydraulic-grade line (HGL), or head, at some locations
may drop low enough to reach the pipe’s elevation, resulting in sub-atmospheric
pressures or even full-vacuum pressures. Some of the water may flash from liquid to
vapor while vacuum pressures persist, resulting in a temporary water-column sepa-
ration. When system pressures increase again, the vapor condenses to liquid as the
water columns accelerate toward each other (with nothing to slow them down un-
less air entered the system at a vacuum breaker valve) until they collapse the vapor
pocket; this is the most violent and damaging water hammer phenomenon possible.

Two-phase flow is a difficult subject principally because of the complexity of the
form in which the two fluids exist inside the pipe, known as the flow regime (Fig.
1).

It is difficult to construct a model from first principles in all but the most ele-
mentary situations.




